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	Lesson By: Sarah Gerrard
	Subject: Visual Art
	Date: 2022
	Overview: Students learn about surrealism and use inquiry to study the art of Saskatchewan artist Yuka Yamaghuchi and other surrealist artists. Students experiment with various pen techniques and render a still life form using line to express form and value. In part 2,students cut a photocopy of their drawing up and transform it into a surrealist image by building on their line/form/value skills and using creativity and imagination.
	Learning Outcomes: CP 10.4 - Use inquiry to create a surrealist drawing with athought-provoking narrative with dreamlike juxtapositionsCP 10.2 - Create distortion by manipulating line to express 3D formCP 10.1 - Distort image & use good design to create a strongcomposition with strong value rangeCP 10.3 - Use (pen) media skillfully & create a polished image
	Structure: 1. In black ballpoint pen draw the contour lines of the object (students can draw this first in pencil and go over top in pen and erase the pencil once they are happy with the lines)2. Using various pen techniques (for example, hatching, cross-hatching, scribble, etc.) draw lines so that they express value and form.  Vertical lines often express height. Horizontal lines express width. Lines closer together = darker, while lines spaced apart appear lighter.3. Photocopy the original drawing and cut the photocopy up into between 4 - 8 pieces. 4. Glue these pieces onto a large piece of paper (11 x 17) in a way that distorts the original image.5. Continue drawing in the remainder of the form, being sure to pay attention to line and form so that it matches the form and value.
	Image: 
	Artist: Sarah Gerrard (teacher)       
	School: Warman High School      
	Assessment: Rephrase the outcomes of the assignment as "I can" statements and mark each out of 10.
	Grade: 10
	Topic: Surrealism
	Materials: White paper (8.5" x 11" & 11" x 17"), black ballpoint pen, photocopier,  scissors,  glue stick, pencil & eraser
	Notes: Practice Pen Drawing Techniques 


